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(54) WATER FILTER WITH FILTER CARTRIDGE BLOCK ALERTING AND ALERTING METHOD

(57) A water filter with alarm function for indicating
blockage of a filter cartridge thereof and an alarm method
are provided. The filter main body (3) is provided with a
filter cartridge (4) and is arranged with a before-filtering
water cavity (31). A filter upper cover (1) covers the top
of the filter main body (3). The before-filtering water cavity
(31) is accommodated with a floating-ball-type indicating
apparatus (2), which comprises a floating ball (21), a con-
necting rod (22) and a color scale (23). The connecting
rod (22) is mounted rotatably on an inner surface of the
filter upper cover (1) with the aid of a hinge support (12).
The floating ball (21) is arranged at the front end of the
connecting rod (22). The color scale is also arranged on
the connecting rod (22). A transparent visual cover (11)
that matches with the color scale (23) is arranged on the
upper surface of the filter upper cover (1).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to a water filtration device
for aquatic breeding, especially relates to the real time
indication of the filtration state of the said water filtration
device, particularly relates to a plug-in water filter with
alarm for its cartridge blocked up and alarm method.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] Water filter for aquatic breeding with prior art
aims to purify the water body in the aquarium, assure the
water quality of the water body is pure and fit for the
healthy growth of ornamental fishes. As for water circu-
lation system of the aquarium with prior art, its polluted
water is pumped into the said water filter, and is filtered
by the filter cartridge inside of the filter, and then purified
water reflows from the water outlet to the aquarium. As
is generally known, the critical component of the water
filter is the filter cartridge, which intercepts and hold on
suspended solid particles in the water, and serves the
main task of filtering and purifying the water body, So,
the filter cartridge will be saturated after a period of use,
resulting in a great weakening of the filtration and purifi-
cation function. Therefore, the filter cartridge has definite
duration of usage and definite load limit. To play the max-
imum efficacy of the said water filter, any filter cartridge
must be replaced when saturated or after a period of use.
Nevertheless, the water filter can’t remind consumers to
replace the filter cartridge in due time, there is often the
problem of poor water quality, affecting the growth and
survival of the ornamental fishes, or waste due to pre-
maturely replacement of the filter cartridge.

CONTENT OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The technical problem the invention aims to set-
tle lies in avoiding the said deficiencies of the prior art so
as to provide a water filter of simple construction which
can remind consumers to replace the filter cartridge in
due time and is provided with a filter with alarm for its
cartridge blocked up and an alarm method. As is gener-
ally known, for the plug-in water filter applied to the aquar-
ium, when the plug-in filter cartridge is inserted into the
water filter and works, as the resistance of the said filter
cartridge on the fluid is not great, difference of the water
level between the before-filtering water cavity and the
after-filtering water cavity is not great. However, if the
said filter cartridge is saturated, namely blocked by solid
particles or other pollutants, water level of the before-
filtering water cavity will rise, accordingly such phenom-
enon is applied by us to alert the filter cartridge blocked
up.
[0004] Technical solution adopted by the invention to
solve the technical problem is a water filter adapted to
provide an alarm upon blockage of a filter cartridgethere

of, comprising a filter main body with a filter cartridge
provided therein, a before-filtering water cavity, and a
filter upper cover adapted to cover the top of the filter
main body, wherein the before-filtering water cavity is
accommodated with a floating-ball-type indicating appa-
ratus, which comprises a floating ball, a connecting rod
and a color scale, the connecting rod mounted rotatably
on an inside vertical wall of the filter or an inner surface
of the filter upper cover with the help of a hinge support,
wherein the floating ball is arranged at the front end of
the connecting rodl, and the color scale is provided on
the connecting rod; wherein a transparent visual cove
that matches with the color scale is arranged on an upper
surface of the filter upper cover.
[0005] The rear end of the connecting rod can be of a
disc shape, surface of the disc being orthogonal with the
water surface of the before-filtering water cavity, wherein
the color scale is arranged on a section of an arc surface
at the top edge of the disc;wherein the water filter is adapt-
ed such tha, when the floating ball floats up and down
along with the water level the color scale on the top edge
arc surface of the disc rotates revealing an arc track along
with the floating ball, when the floating ball is at a low
water level, the color scale rotates and leaves the trans-
parent visual cover, and when the floating ball is at a high
water level, the color scale rotates into the visible range
of the transparent visual cover.
[0006] Besides, the connecting rod can also be entirely
rod-shaped, with the aid of a hinge joint located at the
rod root, the said color scale is arranged on the arc strut
connected to the connecting rod, when the floating ball
is at the low water level, the color scale leaves the trans-
parent visual cover, when the floating ball is at the high
water level, the color scale enters the visible range of the
transparent visual cover.
[0007] The water filter can be a plug-in one, and the
filter cartridge is a water filtration piece shaped like a
plug-in card.
[0008] When the filter cartridge is not blocked up and
works normally, water level of the before-filtering water
cavity is relatively low, the floating ball is at the low level,
and the color scale leaves the transparent visual cover,
enabling the transparent visual cover to have no alerting
color.
[0009] When the filter cartridge is blocked up, saturat-
ed and works abnormally, water level of the before-filter-
ing water cavity rises, the floating ball rises to the high
level, the color scale is close to or shifted to the visible
range of the transparent visual cover, so as to enable the
transparent visual cover to display the alerting color, and
remind the user to replace the filter cartridge.
[0010] Technical solution adopted by the invention to
solve the said technical issues can also be a method of
enabling a water filter to provide alarm for indicating
blockage of a filter cartridge thereof, wherein the water
filter comprises a filter main body with the replaceable
filter cartridge provided therein, a before-filtering water
cavity arranged at a water inlet of the filter cartridge, water
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level of the before-filtering water cavity rises due to the
blockage of the filter cartridge; the method comprising
the following steps,

A. The before-filtering water cavity is accommodated
with a floating-ball-type indicating apparatus, which
comprises a floating ball, a connecting rod and a
color scale, wherein the connecting rod is mounted
rotatably on an inside vertical wall of the filter main
body or an inner surface of the filter upper cover with
the help of a hinge support, wherein the floating ball
is arranged at the front end of the connecting rodl,
and the color scale is provided on the connecting rod;
B. Arranging a transparent visual cover that matches
with the color scale(23) on an upper surface of the
filter upper cover;
C. When the color scale is observed through the
transparent visual cover from the outside of the filter
upper cover, it means that the filter cartridge is
blocked up and shall be replaced.

[0011] Usually, the said color scale is red.
[0012] Compared with prior art, beneficial effects of the
invention are, simple in structure, can remind users to
replace the filter cartridge in due time, and save the usage
cost.

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES

[0013]

Figure 1 shows an orthogonal projection front view
diagram of the first embodiment of the water filter
with alarm for its filter cartridge blocked up for the
invention;
Figure 2 shows a right view of Figure 1;
Figure 3 shows a B-B sectional view of Figure 1;
Figure 4 shows a state diagram of an A-A sectional
view of Figure 2 when the filter cartridge is not
blocked up;
Figure 5 shows a state diagram of an A-A sectional
view of Figure 2 when the filter cartridge is blocked
up;
Figure 6 shows an internal structure diagram of the
second embodiment of the water filter with alarm for
its filter cartridge blocked up for the invention;
Figure 7 shows an installation diagram of the float-
ing-ball-type indicating apparatus 2 of the said sec-
ond embodiment;
Figure 8 shows a structure decomposition diagram
of the floating-ball-type indicating apparatus 2 of the
said second embodiment.

[0014] In the Figure: 1 is a filter upper cover, 11 is a
transparent visual cover, 12 is a hinge support, 2 is a
floating-ball-type indicating apparatus, 21 is a floating
ball, 22 is a connecting rod, 23 is a color scale, 24 is an
arc strut, 3 is a filter main body, 31 is a before-filtering

water cavity, 4 is a filter cartridge, H1 is a water level of
the before-filtering water cavity when the filter cartridge
is normally used, and H2 is a water level of the before-
filtering water cavity when the filter cartridge is blocked
up.

DETAILED EMBODIMENTS

[0015] Following, the invention is further described
with combination of the figures.
[0016] See the figures, as to the water filter adapted
to provide an alarm upon blockage of filter cartridge of
the invention, comprising a filter main body3 with a filter
cartridge4 provided therein, a before-filtering water
cavity31, and a filter upper cover 1 adapted to cover the
top of the filter main body3, what is different from the prior
art is that: the before-filtering water cavity31 is accom-
modated with a floating-ball-type indicating apparatus2,
which comprises a floating ball21, a connecting rod22
and a color scale23. The connecting rod22 mounted ro-
tatably on an inside vertical wall of the filter or an inner
surface of the filter upper cover 1 with the help of a hinge
support12, wherein the floating ball21 is arranged at the
front end of the connecting rod22, and the color scale23
is provided on the connecting rod22; wherein a transpar-
ent visual cover11 that matches with the color scale23
is arranged on an upper surface of the filter upper cover1.
[0017] In the various embodiments of the invention,
the water filter is a plug-in water one, the filter cartridge4
is a water filtration piece shaped like a plug-in card.
[0018] See Figure4 and Figure5, in the first embodi-
ment of the invention, the rear end of the connecting
rod22 is disc-shaped, surface of the disc being orthogo-
nal with the water surface of the before-filtering water
cavity31;wherein the color scale23 is arranged on a sec-
tion of an arc surface at the top edge of the disc; wherein
the water filter is adapted such that, when the floating
ball21 floats up and down along with the water level, the
color scale23 on the top edge arc surface of the disc
rotates revealing an arc track along with the floating
ball21. When the floating ball21 is at a low water level
H1, the color scale23 rotates and leaves the transparent
visual cover11, and when the floating ball21 is at a high
water level H2the color scale23 rotates to the visible
range of the transparent visual cover11.
[0019] See Figure6 to Figure8, in the second embod-
iment of the invention, the connecting rod22 is entirely
rod-shaped, with the aid of a hinge joint located at its
root, the said color scale23 is arranged on the arc strut24
connected with the connecting rod22,when the floating
ball21 is at the low water level H1, the color scale23
leaves the transparent visual cover11; when the floating
ball21 is at the high water level H2, the color scale23
enters the visible range of the transparent visual cover11.
[0020] When the filter cartridge4 is not blocked up and
works normally, water level H1 of the before-filtering wa-
ter cavity31 is relatively low, the floating ball21 is at the
low level, and the color scale23 leaves the transparent
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visual cover11, enabling the transparent visual cover11
to have no alerting color.
[0021] When the filter cartridge4 is blocked up, satu-
rated and works abnormally, water level H2 of the before-
filtering water cavity31 rises, the floating ball21 rises to
the high level, the color scale23 is close to or shifted into
the transparent visual cover 11, enabling the transparent
visual cover11 to display the alerting color.
[0022] A method of the invention to enable a water filter
to provide alarm for indicating blockage of a filter cartridge
thereof, wherein the water filter comprises a filter main
body3 with the replaceable filter cartridge4 provided
therein, a before-filtering water cavity31 arranged at a
water inlet of the filter cartridge4, water level of the before-
filtering water cavity31 rises due to the blockage of the
filter cartridge4; the method comprising the following
steps:

A. The before-filtering water cavity31 is accommo-
dated with a floating-ball-type indicating apparatus2,
which comprises a floating ball21, a connecting
rod22 and a color scale23, wherein the connecting
rod22 is mounted rotatably on an inside vertical wall
of the filter main body3 or an inner surface of the
filter upper cover 1 in with the help of a hinge
support12, wherein the floating ball(21) is arranged
at the front end of the connecting rod22, and the
color scale is provided on the connecting rod22;
B. Arranging a transparent visual cover11 that
matches with the color scale23 on the upper surface
of the filter upper cover1;
C. When the color scale23 is observed through the
transparent visual cover11 from the outside of the
filter upper cover1, it means that the filter cartridge4
is blocked up and shall be replaced. Usually, the said
color scale23 is red.

Claims

1. A water filter adapted to provide an alarm upon block-
age of filter cartridge thereof, comprising a filter main
body(3) with a filter cartridge(4) provided therein, a
before-filtering water cavity(31), and a filter upper
cover(1) adapted to cover the top of the filter main
body(3), wherein,
the before-filtering water cavity(31) is accommodat-
ed with a floating-ball-type indicating apparatus(2),
which comprises a floating ball(21), a connecting
rod(22) and a color scale(23), the connecting rod(22)
mounted rotatably on an inside vertical wall of the
filter or an inner surface of the filter upper cover(1)
with the help of a hinge support(12), wherein the
floating ball (21) is arranged at the front end of the
connecting rod(22), and the color scale is provided
on the connecting rod(22); wherein a transparent vis-
ual cover(11) that matches with the color scale(23)
is arranged on an upper surface of the filter upper

cover(1).

2. The water filter according to Claim1, wherein the rear
end of the connecting rod(22) is disc-shaped, sur-
face of the disc being orthogonal with the water sur-
face of the before-filtering water cavity(31); wherein
the color scale(23) is arranged on a section of an arc
surface at the top edge of the disc; wherein the water
filter is adapted such that, when the floating ball(21)
floats up and down along with the water level the
color scale(23) on the top edge arc surface of the
disc rotates revealing an arc track along with the
floating ball(21), when the floating ball(21) is at a low
water level(H1), the color scale(23) rotates and
leaves the transparent visual cover(11), and when
the floating ball(21) is at a high water level(H2) the
color scale(23) rotates into the visible range of the
transparent visual cover(11).

3. The water filter according to Claim 1, wherein , the
connecting rod(22) is entirely rod-shaped, with the
aid of a hinge joint located at its root, the said color
scale(23) is arranged on the arc strut(24) connected
with the connecting rod(22),when the floating
ball(21) is at the low water level(H1), the color
scale(23) leaves the transparent visual cover(11),
when the floating ball(21) is at the high water lev-
el(H2), the color scale(23) enters the visible range
of the transparent visual cover(11).

4. The water filter according to the any one of Claim 1
to Claim 3, wherein the water filter is a plug-in one,
and the filter cartridge(4) is a water filtration piece
shaped like a plug-in card.

5. A method of enabling a water filter to provide alarm
for indicating blockage of a filter cartridge thereof,
wherein the water filter comprises a filter main
body(3) with the replaceable filter cartridge(4) pro-
vided therein, a before-filtering water cavity(31) ar-
ranged at a water inlet of the filter cartridge(4), water
level of the before-filtering water cavity(31) rises due
to the blockage of the filter cartridge(4); the method
comprising the following steps:

A. The before-filtering water cavity(31) is ac-
commodated with a floating-ball-type indicating
apparatus(2) which comprises a floating
ball(21), a connecting rod(22) and a color
scale(23), wherein the connecting rod(22) is
mounted rotatably on an inside vertical wall of
the filter main body(3) or an inner surface of the
filter upper cover(1) with the help of a hinge sup-
port(12), wherein the floating ball(21) is ar-
ranged at the front end of the connecting rod(22)
and the color scale is provided on the connecting
rod(22);
B. Arranging a transparent visual cover(11) that
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matches with the color scale(23) on the upper
surface of the filter upper cover(1);
C. When the color scale(23) is observed through
the transparent visual cover(11) from the out-
side of the filter upper cover(1), it means that
the filter cartridge(4) is blocked up and shall be
replaced.

6. A method of enabling the water filter to provide alarm
according to Claim5, wherein,
in step A, the rear end of the connecting rod(22) is
disc-shaped, surface of the disc being orthogonal
with the water surface of the before-filtering water
cavity(31), and the color scale(23) is arranged on a
section of arc surface at the top edge of the disc;
when the floating ball(21) floats up and down along
with the water level, the color scale(23) on the top
edge arc surface of the disc rotates revealing an arc
track along with the floating ball(21);
when the floating ball(21) is at the low water lev-
el(H1), the color scale(23) rotates and leaves the
transparent visual cover(11); and
when the floating ball(21) is at the high water lev-
el(H2), the color scale(23) rotates into the visible
range of the transparent visual cover(11).

7. A method of enabling the water filter to provide alarm
according to Claim 5, wherein,
in step A, the connecting rod(22) is entirely rod-
shaped;
with the aid of a hinge joint located at its root, the
color scale(23) is arranged on the arc strut(24) con-
nected with the connecting rod(22);
when the floating ball(21) is at a low water level(H1),
the color scale(23) leaves the transparent visual cov-
er(11) and
when the floating ball(21) is at a high water level(H2),
the color scale(23) enters the visible range of the
transparent visual cover(11).

8. A method of enabling the water filter to provide alarm
according to Claim 5, wherein, the color scale(23) is
red.

9. A method of enabling the water filter to provide alarm
according to Claim 5, wherein, the water filter is a
plug-in one , and the filter cartridge(4) is a water fil-
tration piece shaped like a plug-in card.
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